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Abstract: Decision-making is a complex process of selecting an option from the given choices
by analyzing the background information like risk, loss, and gain within the alternative options
presented. It has been observed in earlier studies that people are prompt to make less rational
decisions when choices are given in a language less known to them. Therefore, to understand the
effect of languages on decision-making, we have questioned native Hindi speakers in French and
English. French being the foreign language, and English as their second language. Thus, this effect
of a non-native language brings to light the important role that the native language plays routinely
in judgment and decision-making. In this paper, we developed a Neuropsychological assessment
to decipher the effects on decision-making between choices when given in foreign language and
second language in comparison with the native language of an individual, which is termed as foreign
language effect(Fle). We have explored various possible situations to understand the foreign language
effect(Fle) in decision-making and does this change translates when the decision is to be made in the
second language. Our study concludes that the Foreign language is least affected by the intuitive
biases, followed by the second language, and the native language is most affected by it.
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1. Introduction

Foreign language effects (FLe) have gotten a lot of attention in the field of judgement
and decision-making psychology [12]. According to an intriguing piece of research, when
people analyse decisions in a less familiar language, it appears to lead to additional rational
and fewer emotional outcomes [11]. Especially, current researchers have suggested that
presenting situations and choices [13] in a foreign language helps individuals make better
choices. These findings reveal that reading dilemmas in a very foreign language scale back
each harm-rejection and outcome-maximization inclinations [4]. Foreign language effect
(Fle) is determined as the possibility of distinction in curating decisions once the things
square measure presented in a very language aside from the linguistic communication [18].

One of the most essential aspects of Fle’s decision-making research is risk manage-
ment [5]. This would show how the framing effect causes emotional bias towards a
particular option in one language against the other. This also shows that even in the risk
management process, decision makers can be swayed to make a particular judgement in a
particular language [20]. Presenting the message in the recipient’s second language may
help to alleviate the emotional anguish that stakeholders often face during an organisa-
tional crisis [9]. The usage of a foreign language can have a significant impact on one’s
decision-making process [2], [12].

As research [8] show, the amount to which language effects a bilingual’s brain pro-
cesses is not only related to the perceived various emotional intensity of the given message.
Different research groups apply different criteria to assign participants to different monolin-
gual or bilingual groups and to determine the quantitative assessment indicating the extent
of bilingualism [1]. An apparent solution to this method of describing an individual’s
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bilingualism is to administer language tests in both languages and formulate a score that
captures both the exact and relative proficiency levels of each [14].

The language that is native to the topic is spoken as native language/ mother tongue
and also the one noninheritable later in life is spoken as foreign language. There are
two major instruments that have been accustomed to assess bilingualism – the Language
Experience and Proficiency Questionnaire (LEAP-Q [17], [10]) and also the Language
History Questionnaire (LHQ 2.0) [15].The LEAP-Q includes questions about the partici-
pants’ language dominance, language proficiency, preference for each language, age of
language acquisition, as well as present and previous exposure to their native tongues
in a variety of circumstances. To establish the internal validity, [17]tested the LEAP-Q
with 52 heterogeneous bilinguals and analyzed the responses by using factor analysis with
orthogonal rotations. The results revealed that levels of language proficiency, degrees of
language use and exposure, age of second language acquisition, and length of the second
language formal education best explained these individuals’ self-ratings of bilingual and
monolingual experience [6].

We have used modified versions of this questionnaire to fit into Indian language
scenarios and focused our study on three languages. Since rustic with various cultural
background individuals includes a type of native languages, they often have English
as their second language because it is instructed in most of the institutions [7]. In the
following study, we devised a neuropsychological examination to determine the impact on
decision-making when choices are presented in a foreign language or a second language
rather than an individual’s native language, a phenomenon known as the foreign language
effect (Fle). We looked at a variety of scenarios to see how the foreign language effect
(Fle) affects decision-making and how this changes when the decision is made in a second
language.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Participants:

Our experiment consisted of 150 students of BITS, Pilani, India, out of which 90 are
males, and 60 are females. All of them have Hindi as their native language, English as
their second language, and French as the foreign language. Their mean age was 22.8, with
a standard deviation of 1.3. The mean age at which they started learning French was 14,
with a standard deviation of 2.2. The average English language proficiency was 8 out of
10 with std 0.7, the average Hindi language proficiency was 9 out of 10 with std 0.4, and
the average French language proficiency was 6 out of 10 with std 0.4. Most of the students
learned french in their high school as an optional subject, while English was the primary
mode of education.

2.2. General procedure:

We presented a questionnaire to these students, which consisted of two parts. The first
part was designed to collect socio-demographic and linguistic information of these students
like their age, mental illness (if any), where did they learn these languages, proficiency in
each of these languages. In the second part, these 150 students were divided into three
equal groups. Each group was randomly assigned the questions and the choices in one of
the three languages. The questions were designed in such a way to understand the effect
of the foreign, native, and second language on the following problems: Asian Disease
problem, Financial Crisis problem [16], Discount problem, and Ticket/Money Lost problem.
Questions associated with each of these problems is mentioned in Table 1.

2.3. Framing effect in decision-making:

Both the Asian Disease problem and the Financial Crisis problem have two questions
associated with it, trying to understand the framing effect of these questions in each
language. The framing effect is the psychological phenomenon that determines the effect
on decision-making that is influenced by the way in which the task and the options have
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QNo. Problem Question
1 Asian Disease

(Gain Version)
Recently, a dangerous new disease has been going
around. Without medicine, 600,000 people will die
from it. In order to save these people, two types of
medicine are being made.If you choose Medicine A,
200,000 people will be saved. If you choose Medicine
B, there is a 33.3% chance that 600,000 people will be
saved and a 66.6% chance that no one will be saved.
Which medicine do you choose?

2 Asian Disease
(Loss Version)

Recently, a dangerous new disease has been going
around. Without medicine, 600,000 people will die
from it. In order to save these people, two types of
medicine are being made.If you choose Medicine A,
400,000 people will die. If you choose Medicine B,
there is a 66.6% chance that 600,000 people will die and
a 33.3% chance that no one will die.Which medicine
do you choose?

3 Financial Crisis
problem (Gain
Version)

If you choose Action A, 200,000 euros will be saved.
If you choose Action B, there is a 33.3% chance that
600,000 euros will be saved and a 66.6% chance that no
money will be saved. Which action do you choose?

4 Financial Crisis
problem (Loss
Version)

If you choose Action A, 400,000 euros will be lost. If
you choose Action B, there is a 33.3% chance that no
money will be lost and a 66.6% chance that 600,000
euros will be lost. Which action do you choose?

5 Discount problem
(on 15 euros)

Imagine that you want to buy a jacket for 125 euros
and a calculator for 15 euros. The salesman tells you
that the calculator you want to buy is on offer for 10
euros at their other shop, located 20 min drive away.
Would you make the trip to the other shop?

6 Discount problem
(on 125 euros)

Imagine that you want to buy a jacket for 15 euros and
a calculator for 125 euros. The salesman tells you that
the calculator you want to buy is on offer for 120 euros
at their other shop, located 20 min drive away. Would
you make the trip to the other shop?

7 Ticket Lost prob-
lem

A woman has bought two tickets to go to the theatre [].
Each ticket costs 80 euros. When she arrives at the
theatre, she opens her bag and discovers that she has
lost the tickets. Do you think she will buy the tickets
to enter the theatre?

8 Money lost prob-
lem

A woman goes to the theatre and wants to buy two
tickets that cost 80 euros each. She arrives at the theatre,
opens her bag, and discovers that she has lost the 160
euros with which she was going to buy the tickets. She
could use her credit card. Do you think she will buy
the tickets to enter the theatre?

Table 1: The problem scenarios and their versions

been framed. The same information, when framed in a different manner, can provide us
with varied answers. Both of these problems were designed in such a way that the expected
value of both the outcomes in each question is the same. Earlier studies [12] have shown
that participants are sensitive to the expected value and are likely to choose an option with
a higher expected value of gain or a positive outcome. Therefore, to prevent participants
from choosing an option based on expected value, the options in these questions have the
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same expected value. These questions have two options, one with low risk and low return,
and the other with high risk and a greater return.

2.4. Psychological accounting:

Participants were presented with the Discount problem [19] and the Ticket/Money
Lost problem to understand the psychological accounting of outcomes. Psychological
accounting is the phenomenon that is used to explain how humans decode, categorize and
evaluate economic outcomes. In the Discount problem, there is the same monetary gain in
both the questions. But why people favored one situation over the other. Similarly, in the
Ticket/Money lost problem, although the woman has lost the same amount of money in
both the questions, people prefer to re-buy the tickets in one situation and not in another.

3. Results
3.1. Asian Disease Problem:

Ideally, since both options have an equal expected value, the number of people
choosing option A should be nearly the same as the number of people choosing option
B. But as shown in Fig. 1, this number varies based on the language. In the Gain version,
people who were questioned in French, the foreign language, 40% of them chose option A,
whereas people who were questioned in Hindi, the native language, 70% of them chose
option A. People who were questioned in English, the second language, 62% chose option
A. In the Loss version, 46% of the participants who answered in French chose option A,
40% of who answered in Hindi chose option A, whereas 42% of them who answered in
English chose option A. It is evident from the data that when given a choice in a foreign
language, people are equally inclined to take a risk, whether it is a gain or a loose situation
(χ2(1, N = 50) = 3.6, p > .05). In the Native language, we can clearly see the framing
effect (χ2(1, N = 50) = 5.3, p < .03). The effect of a second language on risk-taking
decisions is more similar to a native language (χ2(1, N = 50) = 4.2, p < .05), as we can see
the disparity in taking risks between the gain and the loss situation.

Figure 1. Percentage of safe responses for different versions of the "Asian Disease Problem" within
the three language groups.

3.2. Financial Crisis Problem

In the Gain version of the problem, 78% of the participants chose option A when
questioned in their native language, 66% of participants selected option A when questioned
in the second language, and 58% of the participants who were questioned in the foreign
language chose option A. In the loss version of the problem, option A was chosen by 30% of
participants who were questioned in their native language, 44% of participants who were
questioned in their second language, and 46% of the participants who were questioned in
the foreign language as seen in Fig. 2. Here we see that in the native language, participants’
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choice about similar problems in terms of outcomes is influenced by the way the problems
were framed. When the options were provided in terms of losses, participants tended
to prefer more risk (or be less conservative) than when they were presented in terms of
winnings in their native language (χ2(1, N = 50) = 12, p < .01). This framing effect was
seen to be reduced when the problem was presented in the second language (χ2(1, N =
50) = 7.2, p < .01) and was least in the foreign language (χ2(1, N = 50) = 4.6, p < .04).

Figure 2. Percentage of safe responses for different versions of the "Financial Crisis problem" within
the three language groups.

3.3. Discount problem:

From Fig. 3, it can be seen that, despite the equal monetary benefits in both the
questions, people are more inclined to drive away in the first case when a discount of 5
euros is made on 15 euros, as compared to the second case when a discount of 5 euros
is given on 125 euros. A possible explanation of this is that people generally see this
problem in terms of percentage gain. When 5 euros are saved when buying something for
15 euros, people see it more profitable than 5 euro discount on 125 euros. Although they
are saving an equal amount in both situations and spending the same time to save them,
they generally prefer to save in the first situation. Although in all three languages, people
preferred to take a discount on 15 euros, then on 125 euros, the difference in the percentage
of people willing to take a discount on 15 euros and on 125 euros is largest in the native
language (χ2(1, N = 50) = 8.6, p < .01), followed by the second language (χ2(1, N =
50) = 6.6, p < .02), and is least in the foreign language(χ2(1, N = 50) = 3.4, p > .05). This
shows the framing effect in the native language.

3.4. Ticket/Money lost problem:

From Fig. 4, It is evident that in all the three language, native(χ2(1, N = 50) = 4.1, p <
.05), foreign(χ2(1, N = 50) = 4.3, p < .04), and second language(χ2(1, N = 50) = 4.1, p <
.05), people preferred to re-buy the tickets when money was lost and were reluctant to
re-buy when tickets were lost. A plausible interpretation of these observations as given
by [3] is that, whilst in the first scenario, the final cost for theatre tickets is psychologically
accounted to be 320 euros and regarded as excessively expensive, this is not the case in the
second scenario, and the loss of the 160 euros is not accounted for as part of the ticket price.
From the chi-square test, it is apparent that no FLe is shown in this problem.

4. Conclusions

To summarise, we investigated the effect of foreign, second, and native languages on
decision-making tasks. Our results clearly state the impact of these languages on different
problem scenarios. The framing effect played a crucial role while making a decision in the
native language. Responses of the people who were questioned in the foreign language
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Figure 3. Percentage of responses for different versions of the "Discount problem" within the three
language groups.

Figure 4. Percentage of responses for different versions of the "Ticket/Money Lost problem" within
the three language groups.

were less affected by the intuitive bias. Apart from these two languages, our study has also
revealed the effect of the second language in making decisions. Responses of people who
were questioned in their second language were intermediate between the foreign language
and the native language. They were not heavily influenced by the framing effect but were
not completely free from it. Our experiments bolster the previous findings on FLe and
initiate a new topic of discussion, i.e., the effect of the second language on decision-making.
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